


2 Bostdorff 4 May 68 

PS- 

i will leave the rest to you! Thermofex pages in bulk are pretty hard 
to handle. It took m about 10 mirutes to just shuffle the sheets into @ half- 
Way straight pile. 

You shook me up yesterday on the phone when you referred to the Report 
volune as & “condensed version of the 26 Hearings & ixhibit vols. Miss B, it 
just ain't so. Honest! 

A you have to do is sit down some Sunday afternoon & read the 20,000 some 
pages of the 26 vols ~ which are sometimes referred to as "Supporting Jvidence". 
Supportins, my neck. If anything is being supported, it is the fact that the 
xeport volume was written in total contradiction to the material in the 26 vols, 

I know, you won't believe me. It naturally dees not make sense that the 
Report could be published Side-by-side with the 26 Hearings & Exhibits vols if 
they were actually contradictory. But it is so, and the fact of it being so is 
one of aia mysteries of this Age. Ripley passed on too soon. 

. Pleased to learn that there has been a considerable demand for your several 
copies of the Report. As for not so much interest in the 26, ess it ought 
not surprise me. If you want to encourage more people pele into the Library . 
(or maybe you don't, I dunno), you could put @ sticker inside each of the Report | 
books you have, pointing out that the 26 volumes of materiel referred to on nearly | 
each & every page of the Report... that these 26 volumes are on hand right there 
at the Library, I am thinking that the average reader of the Report will think 

‘that the 26 volumes so often referred to in the Report are a thing to be found 
only in the National Archives, something of which there exists only one copy in 
the whole world - not realizing that his own library might have a copy of it just 
a few Peek from where he is standing! 

The attached Thermofax of the Index is not attached. I am mailing it separately 
in order to save a buck or two in postage. 

Page 1 of this letter, a copy, is ‘included ie with the Index pages. If it can 
not remain together with the Index (rules, practices, ethics, whatever), then piease 
keep it separately on hand for the sake of information contained within its last 
paragraph. 

Hy own copy of the Index required several weeks to obtain, weash of the time 
being wasted thru the inability of the NYPL to supply a copy without authorization 
from the copyright owner. I have corresponded with Mrs Meagher since then, and she 
declares no restrictions whatever to libraries supplying copies: Should anyone 
request a copy directly from you, and your library faces the same copyright problem, 
the address is: Sylvia Meagher, 302 West 12th # ical NYC 10014. , 

Sincerely, 

Steffen Sorensen 

c¢ : both pages: 

Helen Hartmann 

Sylvia Meagher


